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WHAT IS THE RELAIS PROGRAMME?



RELAIS stands for…

• Responsibility

• Environnement

• Leadership

• Acknowledgement

• Internationalism

• Service



The RELAIS Programme is…

…an innovative student-centred learning framework designed

to develop our pupils’ self knowledge and skills widely sought

by both universities and employers. Closely linked to the

School’s Strategic Aims, this programme is based on a few

core elements such as Culture, Outdoor Education,

Democracy and Expression.



In concrete terms…

…participation in the programme will ultimately be mandatory

for all pupils in lower and upper middle school. Pupils’ efforts

and their individual and collective excellence will be

acknowledged through a system of School awards. The

achievements and results of each Rocheux will be integrated

in their dossier and will contribute to their final graduation

level.



THE STARTING POINT



« Bien armés pour la vie et pour servir»

The RELAIS Programme is underpinned by the belief that

pupils must now grow – in parallel with academic knowledge

– attitudes, social skills and competences that they will be

required to be equipped with as future university students

and professionals. But these skills and mindset change more

rapidly than academic programmes.



Top 10 Skills as reviewed by the World Economic Forum

In 2015

1. Complex Problem Solving

2. Coordinating with Others

3. People Management

4. Critical Thinking

5. Negotiation

6. Quality Control

7. Service Orientation

8. Judgment and Decision Making

9. Active Listening

10. Creativity

In 2020

1. Complex Problem Solving

2. Critical Thinking

3. Creativity

4. People Management

5. Coordinating with Others

6. Emotional Intelligence

7. Judgment and Decision Making

8. Service Orientation

9. Negotiation

10. Cognitive Flexibility



METHODOLOGY AND PREPARATORY MEETINGS



Preliminary Work

On the Director General’s initiative, a task force was created

to establish the programme with as core members:

• Céline Guihéneuf ;

• Julie Blotierre ;

• Mathieu Thomas de la Pintière

Since December 2017, the task force held more than a dozen

meetings and workshops.



Preliminary Work (continued)

The task force was given the following mission:

• Define the scope of the programme

• List existing projects and activities for inclusion in the

programme

• Design and formalise new ideas

• Circulate the programme and identify key stakeholders

before finalisation and official launch for September 2018



CURRENT SITUATION



By the end of June 2018…

• A list of almost 40 different projects was drawn up with

other possible future projects still in the design phase

• A template of Project Description Form was created

• More than 30 projects have already been detailed and

listed under one of the main categories

• Fatima Dif joined the RELAIS team

• Some teachers have proposed new ideas: A. Stonehill, R.

Ronciaux, C. Prézeau, C. Cousin…



Projects of varied nature, breadth and duration

These diversity of projects appeal to both the physical and the

mental engagement of the pupils with a few key projects:

- The Cadet Entreprise, Social Construction, Business Games

- International Service, Culture & Language Exchanges/Trips

- Eloquence/Debate/Model United Nations Clubs

- Mandatory Music, Singing and Performing Arts activities

- Mandatory Outdoor Education Programme



List of possible projects (non-exhaustive)

• Term-long International Exchanges/Trips
• Foreign Film Show with teaching support
• World/European Languages and Culture Days
• Roches Quizz International ;
• Art, History & Culture trips in European cities
• Service Exchange Programme with GEMS Schools

(Africa or India) ;
• Scouting Spirit activities (hiking, responsibility…)
• Outdoor Days (treetop adventure, canoe-kayak…)
• Handicap challenge
• The Little Prince Charity project ;
• Running Club ‘Just jog it’
• Model United Nations Club
• Foreign language debate club
• Fair Trade Shop
• Career Guidance Internships with Old Boys’ AERN
• Cadet Entreprise
• Eloquence Contest
• Radio Roches
• Art Exhibitions

• School Newspaper Voice Roches
• CineRoches Film Club
• Creative arts workshops (arts & crafts) ;
• Short Stories Contest
• Nature Challenge
• Eco-Ambassadors/Sustainable Development Club
• Business Games
• Discovery and Open-Mindedness Workshops (end

of the academic year)
• Retirement Home Volunteering
• Food Bank Volunteering
• Centre for Disabled People Volunteering
• Domestic and international Social Construction 

Projects
• Rocks Highlands Games
• Rocks Trek Tour
• EdR Choir
• Indian Orphan School Project
• Duke of Edinburgh Award



NEXT STEPS AND IMPLEMENTATION



Forecasted Steps

• May 2018: presentation to the senior leadership team,
staff, parents and pupils

• End of May 2018: feedback period and amendment

• June 2018: finalisation of the list of projects and
description documents

• End of June 2018: publication of the final list of projects for
initial implementation

• Summer 2018: creation of project teams

• Start of the academic year 2018: official launch of the
RELAIS Programme



THE RELAIS PROGRAMME

AND THE FUTURE OF THE SCHOOL



The RELAIS Programme & the development of the campus

The RELAIS Programme goes along with the physical

development of the campus.

➢ It relies on the current School’s resources in terms of the

equipment and facilities but it will only realise its full

potential as and when the projected Capex development

programme will be completed.









The RELAIS Programme and the School timetable

The RELAIS Programme is incorporated in the framework of

the continuous improvement of the School.

➢ Its implementation and future results will depend upon,

amongst other things, possible arrangements under

review, especially the creation of a new timetable for our

pupils.



The RELAIS Programme and the pupil’s guidance

The RELAIS Programme makes sense as a complementor to

the provision in terms of University Guidance, Career

Orientation and individual support

➢ With the creation of a Counselling Department and

additional psychological support, this programme will

change the way EdR pupils are acknowledged externally.
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